Summary:
-------
We would like to propose new usages for launching a navigation application and to play a navigation prompt.

Background:
----------
Devices that control a navigation application may have dedicated user inputs for launching the application and for playing the last navigation prompt. We are proposing two new usages to support these as HID inputs.

Proposal:
--------
The proposed change is in chapter 15 Consumer Page (0x0C).

1. New usages that need to be added to Table 17: Consumer Usage Page
   
   1C8   AL Navigation   Sel   15.15

2. New range of reserves usage in Table 17: Consumer Usage Page
   
   1C9-1FF   Reserved

3. New usages that need to be added to Table 17: Consumer Usage Page
   
   29E   AC Navigation Guidance   Sel   15.16

4. New range of reserves usage in Table 17: Consumer Usage Page
   
   29F-FFFF   Reserved

5. Add following text in section 15.15 Application Launch Buttons
   
   AL Navigation   Sel - Launch Navigation application

6. Add following text in section 15.16 Generic GUI Application Controls
   
   AC Navigation Guidance   Sel - Play/re-play the last navigation guidance prompt.
Response:
--------

<Added by HID Chair upon closing the Request>